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mrtm PUBLIC SEIVICK EMPLOYEES UNION 
1M7 Central Awmie Spile 202 * Albany -M * IIW5 
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Deal* toteii Public Service Employees Union Member* 
This-is the. negotiated and ratified Collective Bargainrag Agreement 
between your tfoioi arid your Employer. . 
Please familiarise yoorself with this Agreement. In the event you have a 
problem or grievance.".concerning any portion of this Agreement, it is 
important that you. immediately contact year Uniori, either through; your 
Shop Steward/Unit Officer or your Labor: Relations Representative. 
Fraternally, ' 
• Kevin E. Boyle, 1, 
President 
Headquarters , «, Ronkonkooiaj NY , 631-738-3773. 
Capital Region ,, Albany, NY- '.,--.«. 518-464-9114 
Northern Regioa.- Mafone,NY . , / . . . 518-481-4240 
Central Region .. Utio^NY , , . . . , . . .'.315-798-8934 
Southern Region. Goshen, NY . , . , . :c, 845-294-7 W 
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ARTICLE! APPLICABLE LAW 
The Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, the other provisions of the Civil 
Service Law, stale laws and the local taws of the County of Oneida not inconsistent with 
said Act, shall govern the terms and provisions of this Agreement, 
ARTICLE II RECOGNITION 
2.1 In or about 1995, the United Public Service Employees Union 
fUPSELT), filed a petition with ihe New York State P«bfc Employment Relations Board 
j"PERB") seeking to represent a unit of employees of the County of Oneida, S i d unit was 
^ & 5 y P E R B ~ w ^ M u a f ¥ : 3 t 1 9 9 6 : " ' — 
22 The County hereby acknowledges that. UPSEU shall be the sole and 
exclusive bargaining repreaentativsfor the purpose of establishing salaries, wages, hours, 
and other terms and condittons of employment through collective negotiations and the 
administration ofgrievances arising thereunderfor members of the defined bargaining unit. 
it is furtherexpressly understood ihat'the'term "Cotaniy" as used herein shall mean either 
the County of Oneida and/or Mohawk Valley Community College ("MVCC") as context 
requires. 
2.3 UPSEU represents employees of ihe County holding a budgeted 
regular ful-time position In a title reflected in Appendix: A -Grade Classification, 
2.4 All part-time, temporary, seasonal, and casual employees shall be 
excluded from the bargaining unit. All employees who fill positions within the jurisdictional 
classifications of exempt or unclassified as defined by the Oneida County Civil Sen/ices 
Rules shall be excluced from the bargaining unit All other County officers and employees 
not feted m Appendix A shall be excluded from the bargaining unit. 
ARTICLE 111 EXCLUSIVITY 
UPSEU shall have the right to represent employees In the defined bargaining 
unit in any and ail proceedings under Ihe Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, and 
under any other applicable taw, rule, regulation or statute, tineerthe terms and conditions 
of this Agreement; to designate its representatives and to appear before appropriate 
officiate of the County to affect such ^presentation, unless olherwise provided by law; to 
direct, manage, and govern its own affairs; to determine those matters which the 
membership wish to negotiate and to pursue these objectives free from any unlawful 
interference, restraint, coercion or discrimination by ihe County. UPSEU shall have the 
right lo pursue any matter or issue in any court of competent jurisdiction, whichever is 
appropriate, unless it is expressly and specifically abridgeds delegated or modified by this 
Agreement, or unless othavrise provided by law. 
ARTICLE IV MANAGEMENT-RIGHTS 
It is agreed that the management officials of the County retain the right to direct 
employees, to hire, promote, transfer, discipline, subject to law and toe terms of this 
Agreement; lo maintain the efficiency of operations entrusted to them; to determine the 
methods, means and personnel by which said operations are to be conducted, and to take 
whateveradlarm deemed necessary to carry out the mission ofthe applicable department 
in cases of emergency; provided that such rights shal-not be exercised in violation of other 
sections of this Agreement or in violation! of any law. 
ARTICLE 1V4 LABOR/MANAGEMENT MEETINGS 
Meetings between representatives of the County and no more than three (3) 
representatives of UPSEU, Including any outside representatives, an employment related 
__ mates and methods of improving the relationship between the parties wil he arranged 
upon reasonable t i i p i s ^ 
in advance and shall be held ai reasonable hours as mutually agreed upon by the parties.. 
Such meetings shall be held quarterly (January,. April, July, October), Employees acting 
on behalf of UPSEU shall surfer no loss of time or pay should such meetings fall within 
their regular « r k hours. 
ARTICLE V MEMBERSHIP DUES AMD UNION SECURITY 
5,1 Following receipt by the County of a signed authorization form from 
the employee, the County shall deduct, from the wages of each employee the regular 
membership dues and union sponsored insurarvce and benefltprogram premiumsfor those 
employees authorizing such, deductions of UPSEU. UPSEU shall notify the County by 
certified mail En advance of the amount of uniform dues to be deducted. The deductions 
shall be remitted to United Public Service Employees Union, 3555 Veterans Highway, Suite 
H, Ronkonkoma, New York 11770. No other employee organization shall be accorded 
such payroll deduction privilege for members of this bargaining unit to the Ml est extent 
required by the Taylor law. 
5.2, The County shall deduct on a biweekly basis from the wages of all 
bargaining uniemplopeswhoare not members of UPSEU,. the amount equivalent to the 
' dues levied by UPSEU and remit the sum to UPSEU, 3555. Veterans Highway, Suite H, 
Rookontorns, t^ewYork 11779, Provided, however, that UPSEU shall establish and 
maintain a procedure providing for are-fund to any employee demandingithe return of any 
part of this agency shop lee deduction which represents: the employee's pro rated share, 
of expenditures by UPSEU. in aid of activities or causes of a political or ideological nature 
only incidentally related to terms arid conditions of employment ' 
5.3 UPSEU shall indemnify the County and hold ft harmless against any 
and all claims, demands, suits, or Qtherfrarms of liability that may arise out of, or by reason 
of, any action taken by the Courtly far the purpose of complying with the provisions of this 
Article.. 
5.4 Membership in UPSEU shall be voluntary, and there shall be no 
unlawful discrimination," interference, restraint or coercion by the County or any of its 
agents, against any employee because of/the employee's membership in UPSEU,. or 
because of any lawful activities on behalf of UPSEU, nor shall there be any discrimination, 
interference, restraint or coercion by UPSEU, or any ol Its agents, against any employee 
because of failure to join UPSEU,. 
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5,5 UPSEU's labor relations representatives shall have the right to visit 
any County facility where employees represented by UPSEU work for the purposes of 
adjusting grievances and administering the terms of Iris Agreement. The labor relations 
representative shall be required to Worm an appropriate County official in advance, or 
Immediately upon arrival at Hhe particular County facility, of such visits, and shall provide 
the County assurance lhat no inordinate interruption in the work of any County employee 
vM be involved by virtue of such visits. 
. 5,6 The above rights of UPSEU are not all Inclusive but indicate the type 
oLroafters arjights which are inherent to or belong to ft as bargaining agent 
5 J With iieapproval of the County Executive, UPSEU shall, havelhe right 
to designate a representative of UPSEU's. accident and health Insurance program/and 
UPSEU's i e insurance program for the purpose of vising the employees covered under 
.this. Agreement while on the job and for the purpose of interesting them in this protection 
and for adjusting any claims provided, however, that ihe appropriate County official is 
rtotifiedand that total assurance isglvenhim/herfhat no inordinate interruption in the work 
of the employee will be involved. 
5 J UPSEU will designate one (1) employee its Unit. Chief Shop Steward 
and will authorize this employee, at lis discretion and subject to the imitations it may set, 
to deal with the County about employment conditions and adjustment of problems arising 
. from this Agreement. The name of the Unit Chief Shop Steward shall be certified in writing 
to the County Commissioner of Personnel on an annual basis and/or as changes occur. 
When it is necessaryforttie Unit Chief Shop Steward to engage in UPSEU activities which 
cannot be performed other than during normal'working hours, the County Executive, or 
his/her designated representative forwhers applicable, the President of IfatVCC, or his/her 
designated representative), may give such time* without loss of pay, as is reasonably 
necessary to perform such activities. If the conduct of-authorized. UPSEU business 
extends beyond; normal yvorking hours,: there shall toe no additional pay under any 
circumstances. : • ••" .•"' 
5 J The Countyagreesfhatlwiallowan aggregate maximum of fifteen 
'(15) days per year time-off with pay atthe regular ^ traighHimehourly rate to employees 
who are ynion siswarts or UPSEU Unl Chief Shop Steward to attend UPSEU 
conferences, corsv^niions, meetings, special sessions or training upon approval of the 
County Executive, provided that no more than too (2) employees are absent from a 
department atthe same time. For purposes of this section, the.union agrees to correspond 
with the Department Head involved and the Commissioner of Personnel thirty (30) days 
in advance whenever practicable and inform them of Ihe, exercise of these rights. 
The Commissioner of Personnel; shall have the approval, so far as record-
keeping only is concerned., as to wbetherthe UPSEU member will attend with pay or upon 
his or her own time such as compensatory time,, vacation, personal leave, or leave without 
pay. Special delegates' meetings may be "attended only on approval of the County 
Executive and riot-be subject to the maximum:above. 
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5.10 The County agrees thai it will permit and pay representatives of th© 
union who are regular County employees., not to exceed five (5) In number, time while on 
the job to resolve union grievances and time to meetwlth County representatives to resolve 
differences and discuss or interpret the terms of this Agreement The County also agrees 
to permst negotiators for the union, not to exceed five (5) in number, who are regular 
County employees time while on the fob to negotiate future agreements, 
5.11 The County agrees.ihatany.empioyee appointed by UPSSU's 
President to a Statewide UPSEU Committee, will be granted time off with pay to attend 
„..„.-.__._.^ligator^meettags,^ 
5.12 When nighttime meetings are im^^  
Shop Steward will be allowed time off with pay to attend meetings called by the UPSEU 
, President. Payment shall cover not more than too (2) meetings peryearnorfermore than 
' 1-1/2 hours per meeting. When a meeting is called on a day other lhan an employees 
normal scheduled workday,: no County payment of any kind will bemads. 
5.13'. ByJanuary31stofeachcafendarye.ar,.theC(Sjrtlysh9!l.forwardlath© 
union a feting of each employee in the bargaining unit including the employee's toll name, 
home address, social security rtumheri, job title, department and date of hire. 
ThB County also agrees- to supply quarterly al the reqyes! of the union a lis! 
of all newly hired unit members, indicating each employee's name and date of hire, and a 
list of those unit members who have terminated employment during the partfciilarquarter, 
indicating the former employees name and date of termination.' 
ARTICLE ¥[ NO STRIKES 
. In. accordance with the Taylor Law., UPSEU, for itself and on behalf of the 
employees it represents, hereby affrrns that It does not have the right to stride against the 
County, to assist or participate in any such strike, or to impose an obligation on is 
membership to conduct, assist.or participate: in any such strike, 
Af i j jCL£VN\ MOMOISCRIMINMION 
8A.t. Neither the County: nor UPSEU shall discriminate against any 
employee, or applicant for employment, in a manner which would violate any applicable 
federal or state employment discrimination laws. . 
6A.2 With respect to compliance by the County with toe. provisions ti the 
American With Disabilities A d f ADA" of "Act") and the regulations issued pursLiantto the 
Act, UPSEU agrees that it shall have the same obligations as the County with respectto 
reasonable accommodations. With respect to the County's attempt to afford a reasonable 
accommodations accordance with provisions .oflhe ApAaftdregalatiohsissued pursuant 
. fothe Act UPSEU shall hzm an aflrmaliye obligation toassisttheCooniy in achieviftgany 
such accommodation-
ARTICLE VII ADMINISTRATION OF THE SALARY SCHEDULE 
7.1 Salary; The salary schedules for full-time employees covered by this 
Agreement are set forth in Appendix B, 
A, On January 1, 2006, the 2005 schedule shall be increased by 1% to 
create the .2006 schedule; on January 1,2007, She 2006 schedule shall be increased by 
1 % to create the 2007 schedule; on January 1, 2O0S the 2007 schedule shall be increased 
by 1% to create the 2008 schedule; on January 1, 2009, the 2008 schedule shall be 
increased by 1% to create ihe 2009 schedule; on January 1,2010., the 2009 schedule shall 
_be incfeasad b y j % ID create the 2010 schedule, 
IB. Each employee shall he eligible for annual step movement on- the 2006, 
2007, 20Q8, 20Q9< 2010 schedule with step movement occurring on January 1, 2006, 
January 1,2007, January 1,2008, January 1,2009 and January 1,2010. However, new 
employees hired subsequent to September 30th of any calendar year will remain at Step 
t until January 1st of ihe second calendar year following Ihe calendar year in which they 
were hired. It is also understood that step movement shaf continue on -each January 1st 
after the expiration date of this Agreement. Notwiiristanding this, upon reaching Step 15 
of the particular salary grade, there shall be ne further step •movement, or base salary 
increases until such time as a successor agreement to this Agreement is negotiated. 
C. Upon arii employee's reaching the maximum step, there shall be no 
further step movement during the life of this Agreement and (he employee will become "off 
the schedule". Each employee who has been, "off the schedule" shall be eligible to receive 
a 3% increase to his/her salary effective January 1,2006, a 3% increase to his/her salary 
effective January 1,2007, a 3% increase to his/her salary effective January 1,2008, a 3% 
increase to his/her salary effective January 1,2009 and a 3% increase to his/her salary 
effective January 1.201C. Each employee who becomes "off the schedule" during the life 
of this Agreement shall be eligible for any of the above salary increases Ihai occur 
subsequent to said employee becoming "off the schedule". There shall be no further base 
salary increases until such time as a successor agreement to this Agree mentis negotiated. 
7.2 ' Permanent .Provisional and Contingent Permanent Promotions, 
When an employee is promoted on a permanent, provisional or contingent permanent 
basis, he/she shall he placed at the lowest step.of his/her new salary grade which provides 
a salary increase of at least $S0O. '"•-' 
7.3 Demotion and Exercise of Seniority Displacement RiotUs, When an 
employee |s demoted or when an employee exorcises his/her seniority to displace' to a 
lower grade position as provided in Article XV - Layoff and Recall, that employee will move 
to the step within the lower grade closest to bul in no case greater than tha salary he/she 
is currently receiving. • . . . ' -
7 ^ Layoff and Recall When an employee is recalled from layoff in 
accordance with the provisions of Article XV - layoff and Recall, that employee shall be 
paid at the same step he/she was paid immediately prior to layoff, • 
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7.5 Reinstatement, When an employee is reinstated Irom m unpaid leave 
of absence, that employee shall be paid al the same step he/she was.paid upon 
commencing the leave of absence. 
7.6 Failure gfPFOvisibnal Appointment to Mature Into Permanent Status. 
When an employee with permanent Civil Service status in one title is serving provisionally 
In a higher level title and fails to qualify for permanent appointment to the higher level tile, 
thai employes shall upon reinstatement to lire tower t i e be paid at the same step and 
grade of tine lower t i e that ha/she woold have occupied but for the provisional 
appointment, 
1.1 Starting Salary. New employees shall normally be pairj at the Step 1 
rate of the grade. However, when a department head demonstrates severe and continued 
recruitment difficulty for a specie job 'title, the County'reserves the right lo increase the 
starting salary ofthai job t i e up to Step 3 of ma! grade. Such action shall occur only when 
authorized in advance by the County Commissioner of Personnel Any employee In that 
job tifewhose salary falls below the new starting salary shall have his/her salary raised to 
the same level as thai of the new starting salary. 
7.8 Retroactivity, Where applicable, -art employee who is. still on the active 
payroll as of the beginning of the payroll period immediately following ratification of this 
Agreement by both paries shall receive a retroactive payment based upon his/her 20Q6 
base salary after ratification .for those hours; or periods actually compensated, included 
overtimewhereappropriate, between January 1,2006 and said• payroll period. 
7.9 W.P.C. Differential Pay. All employees in W.P.C. Sanitation Sowers 
and Sewage Treatment, ail mechanics -(Maintenance; Heavy Equipment and Aula motive} 
In Airport Division, Balding Maintenance Division. Highways and Bridges Division, MVGC 
and all Traffic Division employees snail-receive an additional $.80 an hour compensation, 
effective January 1,2006. Effective Januaiy 1,2008, the differentia! will be increased to 
$.80 per hour compensation. • , ' : 
TA0 .Longevity. Each employee In the defined negotiating unttshall receive 
$300 after the completion, of five (5) years of service; 1400 after the completion of ler! {10) 
years of service., $500 after the completion of fifteen (15} years of service,. $600 after the. 
compietion of. twenty (20) years of service, and $700 after the completion of toenty-five 
(25) years of service. 
. Employees eligible for a longevity payment will receive the cumulative 
amount specified in this contract unless such sum is less than the current remuneration 
The sum scheduled in this, contract shall be used when it exceeds the amount an 
employee is receiving, . ' 
7.11 M|eaje. When an employee must use his/her own vehicle for County 
business, the County agreesto pay the prevailing IRS rate upon submission of appropriate 
vouchers. 
7.12 Shift Differential. Each employee who is regularly assigned to the 
second or third shift or who is scheduled to work the second or third shift will he 
compensated by receiving forty-five cents ($.45) per tour extra for hours worked on the 
second shift and fifty cents {$,50] per hour for hours worked on the third shift. 
Employees who are regularly assigned to the second or third shift will receive 
the shift differential pay for any vacation, holidays, sick leave and personal leave used, 
Any employee who is not regularly assigned to a shift other than a normal, 
usual day work shift but who is required .to work such, a shift,-shall receive the 
l i Jb l iHone^ i f t " a ^^ 
7.13 Can-Out Pay. Call-out pay shall be a minimum.of three (3) hours' pay 
or equivalent time off to be taken at a time mutually agreeable between employer and 
employee. , 
7,M . 1 toscheriuted Call-Outlncenjjya Inrecognitionthatcertatnemployees 
of the Department of Public Works (including l ie Highways and Bridges Division, Building 
Maintenance-Division, and the Oneida County Airport) and certain employees of the 
Wastewater Pollution Control Departmental WCC's Maintenance DMsionare engaged 
In winter snow and Ice removal activities and must be responsive to unscheduled call-outs, 
and: © ensure an acceptable level of service fay such empfoyees, the following call-out 
•incentive, response plan will be in operation beginning with .the 2QQ0-G1 snow and ice 
rernoval season: 
A, In instances where an employee is called out ten {10} or more times 
diving the season and: 
. Responds To: Receives: 
•-75% calls- ? 2 0 0 
85% calls ' ' • : ' ' • i 2 5 0 
,95% calls . . I 3 0 0 : 
B.. Operating Conditions 
(i) Each employee 'of the.Oepartment of Public Works {including the 
Highways and Bridges Divisiori Building Maintenance Division, andthe Oneida 
Gounty-"Alroortj. and each employee of the Wastewater pollution Control 
Deoartment and MVCC's Maintenance Division: involved in .snow and ice 
removal activities, and subject !o unscheduled call-outs, shall be eligible for the 
incentive plan,. 
(it) Cail-oul shall be made in strict accordance ^ 
will the established procedures of the particular department or division. 
fiii) The incentive response -payment will he made 
m the form of a separate lump sum check to be paid at the end of the season, 
, but n& later thaa June 1 Sth. 
7/15 One-Person Plowing. Bonus.Pay: Effective November 1,2000, each 
employee of the Highways and Bridges Division, of the Department of Public Works who 
is assigned to the one-person snow plowing (OPP) program shall receive a bonus payment 
at a rate of Three Dollars ($3) per hour for each hour that the employee is actually 
engaged in such work activity. Sy ch work, time shall be rounded off to the nearest quarter 
hour. The bonus amount shaff be paid biweekly and included in the employee's regular 
biweekly paycheck. Although the OPP is presently limited to slate highways, employees 
will! also raceive this bonus if the OPP Is extended to local highways, in the County.* 
ARTICLE VIII WORK HOURS . 
8,1 It is agreed that !he workweek and the workday shall continue as 
presently existing during the course of t ie Agreement as i t did prior to the effective date 
of this Agreement, The County agrees that neihMhe workweek nor the workday shall be 
modified, changed or amended without written, mutual agreement of the parties. 
Any County -employees subject to assignment of shifts or work schedules, 
other than the normal: day work hours for their department, will be notified by. lists posted 
in proper places at feast two weeks in advance. Such schedules may be modified by the 
department head In cases of emergency,., personnel absencesand other reasonable needs 
of the department : . 
Forty Hour Employees 
..A forty (40) hour workweek will be in effect for the following: departments 
within all divisions:, all locations., bui with the exception of clerical; Department of Public 
Works, Oneida County Airport, Water-Poilufion Control Department, Buildings and 
'•Grounds-, and MVCC's Maintenance and .Security Divisions. 
ARTICLED : pVERTIME_FAY . ; • ' 
. 9.1 All hours worked In excess of eight (8) hours per clay or forty (40) 
hours per week when worked upon the direction or approval of the. employee's supervisor 
shalt.be paid at the rate o f one and one-half (1-1/2) times the employee's regular hourly 
rate of payor compensated by granting one:and one-half (1-1/2) rimes the number of 
ovutimehoursworkodi as compensatory time off. The employee shall make his/her choice 
(overtime or compensatory time) known to his/berdepartment head not later than the end 
of the pay period in.which the;overtime ts earned. Compensatory time may not be 
accumulated In excess-of eighty (80) hoars, Seasonable exceptions, however, maybe 
granted at the department head's sole discretion, Where compensatory lime is granted, 
I must be requested in advance from the department head: or his/her designee. 
Compensatory time shall not be unduly denied.; however, the department head or his/her 
designee shall: have the right to limit the number of employees using compensatory time 
according to work requirements and the operating needs of the County. 
9.2 For those authorized hours worked in excess of the employee's normal 
workweek as specified in' Article VIH, but fewer than forty (40) hours, the employee shall 
have the option of receiving compensation at the employee's regular compensation rate 
or straight compensatory time off for a l such time up to forty (40) hours. 
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9.3 Compensation shall not be paid (or compensatory time taken) more 
than once for the same hours under any provisions of this Article or Agreement 
9.4 Although paid time off due to vacations, personal leave, compensatory 
time, and bereavement leave and, effective December 1,2000, designated iialidays other 
than floating holidays, shall be considered as time worked in computing eligibility for 
overtime compensation, paid time off due to sick leave and floating holidays shall not be 
considered as time worked tor overtime purposes. Motofthslandliig Ms, for those 
Department of PublfcWofe 
sick leave wilt be excluded from time worked in computing eligibility for overtime 
l^olip1^I& "i~~"—"" "~~ 
9.5 It is also understood that the County shall have the discretion to offer 
each active employee announced voluntary opportunities to convert, a predetermined 
portion of the employee's accrued compensatory Mme under any provision of this Article 
to a monetary payment to the employee for such lime. Thase-.opporturlies.shall be 
-controlled and administered by the County in ils sole discretion and will occur no more 
frequently than once per year. 
ARTICLE X. RETIREMENT 
10.1 The County agrees to provide Section 75-i of the Mew York Stale 
Retirement and;Social Seemly Law on a non contributory basis for Tier 1 and Tier II 
Retirement System members covered by this Agreement 
10.2 The County agrees to provide the applicable provisions of Articles 14 
and 15 of the New York-State Retirement and Social Security Law (or Tier ill and Tier IV 
Retirement System members covered by this Agreement 
10.3 The County further agrees to provide Section 41fj) of the New York 
State Retirement and Social Security Law on a nnncontrtoutory basis for all Retirement 
System members covered by this Agreement. Section 41 (j} allows for unused sick leave 
credits to be applied as additional service credit upon retirement. Upon retirement, the first 
one hundred sixty-five (165) days of an employee's accumulated sick leave days will be 
applied towards Section 41 (j). The employee will be paid $30.00 per day for each 
accumulated sick leave day between ono hundred sixty-six {166) days and bm hundred 
{200} .days. 
.10.4 It is agreed that any specific question regarding mambership in fKe : 
New York State Retireiment System shall be directed lo the headquarters clothe System, 
Alfred. E Smith Office Building. Albany, New York 12244. . 
ARTICLE XI LEAVE QF ABSENCE WITH PAY 
11.1 SicX.Lejye, 
A. It is agreed that each employee in the defined bargaining unit shall 
earn am (1) day sick leave per month, Sick time cannot be used before if is accrued, 
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B. The County and UPSEU agree thai sick leave should be used for 
legitimate purposes and is not to be abused. Msciical certificates will not normality be 
required to substantiate requests for approval of sick leave for three (3) days or less. 
However, In questionable circumstances, such as repetitive taking of 
sick leave before or alter holidays, vacations, persona! leave days or pay days, an 
employee may be required to justify the stck leave of any length of lime by providing a 
medical certificate, 
A maximum of six (8} sick leave days may be used each catendaryear 
for illness or injur/ to a member of Ihe employee's immediate family. 
112 Vacation Schedule, - • 
A. For fuik'irne. employees the following vacation schedule applies: 
Less than one year's sen/ice . . , , , . . none 
After one year service ,<, . , , . . , . - — . . 5 days 
'After two years of service . , . < > . , . , . . , . . , , , . , — . . . .10 days 
After Jive yeairs ofservice , „ ; . . , , , . , ' . ' . . . — . . . . . . . 15 days 
: After ten ferns ofservice , . . . , . . . . . . . . . , . . - 16 days 
After eleven years of service . . , ,-•'. . . , > . . . , „ . . . . . ' . . , . , 17 days 
After twelve years ofservice . , „ . . . . . . . , ......
 t . 18 days 
Aflerthirteen years of service , ........\.,t,.<...........-. • :19 days. 
After fourteen years of service' , . . . . - . . . . . , . , , . 20 days 
B- Art empioyeashal! have the right to carry over a maximum of fifteen 
(15} days vacation time from one vacation, yea r into the next vacation year:Vacation to be 
taken at a time 'mutually agreeable to the County and employee, 
11:,S Holidays, the County agrees that each employee shall receive the 
Mowing paid 'holidays: 
• New Year's Day Labor Day 
Martin Lyther King Day Veterans' Day..., 
. Presidents Day... Thanksgiving Day 
Good Friday Day altar Thanksgiving 
Memorial Day ''Floating Holidays (2) 
Independence Day. Christmas Day 
*Floaling holidays may be tatesn at a time mutually agreeable to the Cpuntyand employee. 
The floating holiday shall not beundulydenied. However, the department head/designee 
shall have the right to limit ihe number of employees using a. floating holiday according to 
work requirements. Floating holidays'shall not accumulate from year to year but rather 
must be used within the year they are earned,
 ; 
Effective October 1,1-997, newly hired employees hired prior to July 1 of the 
particular year shall receive hyo':(2) floating holidays at the time of hire for use during the 
balance of the calendar year of hire. Newly hired employees hired, cm orafier July 1 shall 
receive one f 1) floating holiday at the time of hire for use during the balance of the calendar 
p a r o l hire. Except as qualified above, feting holidays shall be credited on January 1 of 
the year for use during the balance of the calendar year, II is understood that those 
employees hired prior to October 1.f 1997 received two (2) floating holidays for calendar 
year 1997, 
When a holiday falls on Sunday, the Monday following shall be observed as 
the holiday, W e n the holiday falls on Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be observed 
as the holiday. Personnel who are required to work on any of the above holidays
 k shall 
receive a day off with pay. mutually agreeabte to the Department Head and the employee. 
Personnel who are required to work on any of the above holidays shall have the option of 
- - r e e e i v t a g - a - ^ s - p a y ^ 
Th arfegiving Day, New Year's Day, or Christmas Day will be paid at fin eand one-ha I f l t eF 
regular rate of pay. Selection of those employees designated to work on any of the above 
holidays shall be at the discretion of the Deparlmeht.Head. 
. 11.4 Personal Leave. Each employee In the defined bargaining unit shall 
be allowed up to four (4) working days leave per year hon-cumuiative without any 
. restrictions; upon prior approval of the Department Head, and that approval shall not be 
unreasonably withheld. For purposes of this section, an employee shall apply for personal 
leave at least one (1) working day in advance whenever practicable. Any unused personal 
leave as of December 31st each year will be added to the employee's accrued sick leave, 
. 11.5 Bereavement Leave, Each employee shall be allowed up tolhree (3) 
working days with pay because of death in the employees' immediate family. Immediate 
family is defined as; spouse, parent, grandparent, spouse's parent, and/or grandparent, 
child* brother, sister, grandchild, legal guardian, brother and. sister-in-law, foster parent or 
a relative who is an actual member of the e mployee's ho usehold. 
ARTICLE XH WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
12.1 The County shall provide Workers' Compensation benefits., in 
accordance witftapplieabte law. ... ' 
12.2 . An employee. who is unable to perform the duties of his/her 
employment because of a compensable injury .or illness, as defined in The Workers' 
•Compensation Law, received! or contracted ih the service of the County and who receives 
Workers' Compensation! benefits, shall receive a.leave for compensable illness or injury in 
accordance with Section 71 of the Civil' Service Law, The. County will continue Its usual 
share of the'health benefit premium expense during the authorized leave. 
12.3 In those instances where an illness or injury is determined by the 
County, or other forum of competent juriscfictioru to be compensable as arising out of and 
in the course of employment, the employee will be offered achoice of sifter option A. or B 
listed below, such etectio n of options must be done in writ! ng and if no option is elected by 
the employee in writing, he/she shall.be .assigned option (A) until such written election Is. 
received by the County's Workers' Compensation Department, 
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A. The empioyee shall collect weekly compensation benefits subject to 
the amount to which he/she may be entitled pursuant to the Workers' Compensation, Law, 
The employee: w i not draw sick leave even though he/she might be eligible; or 
EL The employee, shall be permitted to use paid sick leave to cover the 
differeriGe between the benefit payable under the Workers' Compensation Law and his/her 
regular' salary, to the extent: of his/her accrued siclc leave at the lime such absence 
commences; 
12.4 In Hie evert that t ie employee elects option (B) above,, the County 
"~ shaHife^itlvtte-WorteFS'-Com 
employee's Workers' Compensation award for the period covered by sick leave payTThe 
employee's sick time will be restored on a pro rata basia by dividing the amount of 
reimbursement obtained by the employee's daily salary and will be reinstated after t ie 
employee returns to active County employment,, subject to reimbursement from any 
compensation insurance carrier. 
12,6 TheCoiintyFeservestherighttochangefnsufaticecarrlers.ortoself-
. insure, for Workers" Compensation benefits and agrees to consult v/ith UPSEU prior to any 
such change, 
ARTICLE XIII HEALTH AND SAFETY 
The Goimlyand UPSEU stsail eontimueto mate reasonable provisions for the. 
health and safety of unit employees during the hours of their employment. A committee 
'.. wilt be appointed to periodically review health and safety factors within County facilities, 
Tii© committee will be composed of. no more than iso (2) representatives of the County 
Executive arid one outside representative of UPSEUend one. (1) unit member to be 
designated by UPSEU. This cosTimittee. may make advisory recommendations to the 
County ''Executive* who retains the final d'ecision-maWng power. 
-
 :
 ARTICLE XIV. UNEMPLOYMENT 'INSURANCE' 
: The County shall provide unemplbymentinstjranee' benefits in accordance 
with applicable law, • ' 
ARTICLE XV v -JOB SECURITY 
15.1 •'.• Seniority shall.be defined to mean an employee's length of continuous 
service for the 'County from the employee's origiinaldate of hire as a regular budgeted fti-
. time employee. Seniority shall be departmental.. 
15.2 A regular Budgeted full-time employee will acquire seniority after 
successfully completing the probationary..period which seniority shall, then run from the 
employee's original date of hire as a regular budgeted full-time employee. 
15.3 An employee.shal forfeit all accrued seniority and, If re-employed 
subsequently, have only the status of a new. employee, under any of the following 
conditions: . 
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A. When the employee resigns voluntarily from employment; or 
B. When the employee is discharged, or resigns so lieu of dismissal; or 
C. When the employee retires; or 
D. When the employee fails to return to work within two (2) weeks of notice 
of recall following a layoff,, or following any authorized absences by transfer to a position 
not covered by this Agreement for a period equal to or greater than three (3) months. 
-•••'—-HfSM-^  -Departmental-serorfly-shalUppty-lq:....
 L 
A.. Layoff and recall of noncompetitive and labor class employees: 
S.. Vacation'time selection; and 
G. Filling vacancies, Including shift: openings in a shift other than the day 
shift, as limited bylhe conditions specified in Article XV(5) below, 
• 15.5 For purposes of [his Article., a vacancy shall be defined as any regular 
.budgeted full-time position in the noncompetitive or labor class for which the County 
Executive has authorized hiring replacements, When such a vacancy occurs,, it will be 
posted County-wide, in order to facilitate posting, the County shall send interoffice mail 
copies of such vacancy announcements, to each recognized union shop steward, UPS Ell 
shall also befurmished copies of such announcements al-its Utica office; Announcements 
shall be posted on the'union bulletin board by the recograzed shop steward. Bargaining, 
unit members wta maetthe mloimum qualifications for such position, and who express an. 
interest;by written application for -appointment to such position > shall be given first 
consideration for the vacancy; Selection from among those bargaining unit members shall 
be on the basis of 'departmental seniority, attendance, job performance and quallcations 
of the respective employee, and whm& these factors: are. relatively equal- in the opinion of 
the department.head,•departmental seniority shall prevail. The County may also fill the 
vacancy from outside the bargaining unit provided that no internal applicant possesses the 
minimum qualifications or meets t ie provisions set forth above, as reasonably determined 
by the County... Selection shall be. the responsibility of the department; head who may. 
. temporarily fill & vacancy pending compliance with the.posting requirements above, 
1.5.6 Announcements for. Civil Service examinations for competitive class 
positions in.tiie bargaining unit shall be sent by interoffice mail to each recognized union 
shop steward The union shall furnish a list of such shop stewards. UPS'EU shall also be 
furnished copies of such announcements at its Utica office, 
1.5.7 Layoff in the Competitive 'Class. The County,, in its discretion, shall 
determine whether layoffs are necessary for employees in competitive class posilions. If 
it is determined that such layoffs are necessary, layoff and recall of competitive class 
employees shall be governed by the Civil Service Law and the Oneida County Civil Service 
Rules.. " ' •' 
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-8 Layoff in the Noncompetitive or Labor Class. The Courtly, in its 
discretion, shall determine whether layoffs: are necessary for employees m the 
noncompetitive or labor class, If it is determined that such layoffs are necessary, 
employees in a noncompetitive or labor class fob title; within a department, will be Said off 
in the following order: 
A. Temporary and probationary employees shall be laid off first; and 
B, Thereafter, permanent employees having seniority shall be laid off by 
seniority in job title in the inverse order of senior*,*, that is - last in/first out. 
The County shall forward a list of those employeeslo"beTid ofTto the' 
County-wide Chief Shop Steward and UPSEU priorto the lime that notices are issued to 
employees. Employees to be laid/off will have at feast two (2) weeks notice of layoff or be 
paid in lieu of time; When an employee in the noncompetitive or labor class is. laid off,, 
he/site shaft be permitted to exercise his/her seniority rights to replace the least senior 
employee In the same job title within his/her department only. Thereafter; the replaced • 
employee may exercise his/her seniority rights to retreat to his/herlast held: permanent title 
in the noncompeiive or labor class within his/her department only. The retreat process 
shall continue only within that department until the least senior employee in the last 
affected jab title is displaced and he/she shall be laid off and there shall be no further, 
bumping, retreat, or displacement. Noncompetitive and labor dass employees who are 
laid off shall be placed on a recall list for a period not to exceed two (2) years from the date 
of layoff. If, during the existence of a valid recall list, a vacancy which is to be filled occurs, 
then an employee will be recalled from layoff to the same title he/she was in al the time of 
layoff. Such ;eca!l shall be in the inverse order of layoff based upon seniority provided the 
employee is qualified to perform the work. Notice of recall shall be sent to the employee 
at his/her last known address by registered orcerfified mail and a copy shall be sent io the 
County-wide Chief Shop Steward and UPSEU. If the employee fails to notify his/her 
department head in writing of his/her intention to return within two (2) weeks from the date 
of notice, he/she shall be considered a qui! and removed from the recall list The Courtly 
shall be deemed to have fulfilled its obligation by mailing the recall notice by registered or 
certified mail, return receipt requested, to the last known mailing address provided by the 
employee, it being the obligation and the responsibility of the employee to provide the 
County with his/her latest mailing address, 
15,9 Temporary and probatto'nafy employees who have been laid off shall 
have no recall privileges. 
ARTICLE XVI UNIFORMS 
16.1 The County'shall order and pay for uniforms for the following files: all 
uniformed full-time members of the security and maintenance personnel at Mohawk Valley 
Community Coltegieand Maintenance personnel at the Oneida County Airport The County 
shall exercise its discretion pursuant to Section 1@,2 to provide all employees with work 
boots and to provideany employee who is regularly assigned to work outdoors during the 
winter season, wfth a winter jaicket In 2006," 
16.2 The County shall determine the uniform requirements for all County, 
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personnel as. well as the furnishing and maintenance of uniforms, 
ARTICLE XVII DRESS CODE . ' 
Appropriate dress for all employees-of all Departments m Oneida County, as established 
by the Dress Code Policy, site! be worn on all normal working days. Any employee who 
is disciplined because of inappropriate dress may appeal the action taken to a three 
member committee, oomprised of the UPSEU President, or his/her designee;, the Director 
of Labor Relations, or his/her designee; and the UPSEU Attorney, or his/her designee, 
Any costs Involved will be shared by UPSEU and the County equally. 
Any employee bringing an issue blifoTelfits 651fflitte^m^do^soin:wn1ng-wiMn-five-{5) 
days from the time of the disciplinary aclion. The committee's decision; will be rendered 
within ten (10} days from the dale it receives written notice from the aggrieved employee, 
The decision, of this committee shall be final and binding, 
ARTICLE XVil-A EMPLOYEE ADDRESS- AND TELEPHONE NUMBER 
. 17A.1l it shall be l ie responsibility of each employee to keep the County 
Informed of his/her current addressand a telephone numberwhere he/she can be notified 
of emergencies and other matters as appropriate, : ' 
17A.2 Employee telephone numbefsthat are unlisted shall be held in confidence 
by the County to the greatest extent possible and used- for no other purpose than contact 
by the County. • 
ARTICLE XWI1 • HEALTH INSURAfCE COVERAGE , 
18.1 . The County shall continue to;mate available to. bargaining unit 
members and their eligible dependents group, health, end hospitalization benefits 
substantially equivalent to or better than those which existed under the traditional health 
benefit program in existence immediately priortothe execution of this Agreement subject,, 
however, to th e fol lowing cha ngess which will be implemented as soon as practical f of tawing. 
ratification of this Agreement by both parties:;. 
A, The prescription drug plan benefit under the traditional health plan 
shall be modified to a three tier $5/$20/$3S co-payment system; and • 
B. The annua! cash deductible under the traditional health plan will be 
changed from $50per person to $75 per person fcr2GQ1fanrito $100 per person for2002 
and beyond, subject also to a $150 maximum per covered family which wilt be increased 
to $225 per covered family for 2001, and $300 per covered family for 2002 and beyond; 
and ' - • 
' C, ' The individual maioirmedical benefit under the traditional health plan 
will be improved from the §25,000 annual m:aximum/$250,:Q0O lifetime maximum to a 
$100,009 annual maxlmum/$1,000,000 lifetime maximum level, 
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D, The traditional health plan will also be modified to add specified 
benefits, for preventive care services such aswef! baby care, preventive and primary care 
services for covered dependent children, preventive care for adults., mammography 
screening, cervical cancer screening, pap tests,, pelvic; exams and ray tine prostate cancer 
screening. These benefits ere not subject to the deductibles set forth in paragraph B 
above. . " 
1.8.2 The County shall also offer each employee and his/her eligible 
dependents the option of participating in a single health maintenance organization (HMO) 
— Ofa-POTtofSeMce,plan4PQS.y 
prescription drug plan. The HMO will be HMO Blue and if a ~FOSi Blue Po inT lT te HMO 
or PCS shall have a three tier $5/$20/$35 co-payment system for prescription drugs. If an 
employee chooses HMO or POS coverage, l i s option will be in place of benefits currently 
provided by l ie traditional health and prescription! drug plans, 
18.3 Premium Cost Sharing for Health Benefits (exclusive of dentail The 
Counly shall assume one hundred percent (100%) of the gross premium cost of health 
benefits for unit employees hired prior to January 1,19B4 and eighty percent (80%) of the 
gross premium cost of health benefits for unit employees hired oh or after January 1,1984, 
according to the. category (individual, 2-person, family), based on the type of plan 
' (traditional, HMOt or POS) selected by.the employee. 
18.4 Premium Cost Sharing for Dental Benefits, Effective January 2001.. 
t ie County shall also contribute up to $20 per month per covered, employee for a dental 
program offering individual and dependent coverage. The employee shall bear me 
remaining; cost, of said dental benefits,., UPSEU shall select the denial carrier after 
'•••'.• consultation with the Coynty. Such denial carrier must be licensed or authorized to provide 
dental benefits in H&f York State. No union officer or employee shall have a 'financial 
. jnterBst iri .said carrier. The dental plan shall not be with'or through a union benefit fundi, 
. ' 1 8 . 5 TheCourityfeservestlie rightto change orprovide alternate insurance 
plans or carriers, HMOs, orto self-insure,, as ttdeems appropriate for any form or portion 
of health, prescription drug, and/or dental insurance coverage (subject to the limitation 
under paragraph 18.4 above) referred to in this Article, so long as the new coverage and 
.' benefits axe substantially equivalent to, or better than, the programs existing at the time of 
any such change. The County agrees to consult with the tinfon prior to any such change. 
However,.the County will not be responsible for changes beyond its control unilaterally 
imposed by an insurance carrier or HMO, in benefits, co-payment provisions, or 
deductibles so long as the County uses its best efforts to minimize changes by insurance 
carriers'and HMOs from one plan year to another. 
The extent of coverage under the benefit plans•, including any HMOs and/or 
self-insurance plans referred to in this Agreement, shall be governed by the terms and 
conditions selforfh in said policies of plans. Anyclaim.disputes concerning said insurance 
. policies, plans or -benefits thereunder shall be resolved in accordance with the terms and 
conditions set forth in said policies and plans and shall not be subject to the grievance 
procedure set forth in this Agreement 
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1B.S 3 he County will pay in a single payment on the first payday of 
December of each year of the contract period,, a lump-sum payment to any active 
employee who would qualify for coverage under the County Health Insurance Plan, 
providing thatthe employee does nol join or terminate coverage for the prior eleven (11) 
consecutive months. The payment schedule will reflect the type of coverage which tile 
employee has opted to •waive; the payment is made only once a year and there Is no 
additional payment If yod are nol covered by the plan for more than eleven {11} 
consecutive months. Each year in lieu waiver forms must be filed in the Health Insurance' 
office bypecember 31st for the following par . 
Individual $300 
2-Pereon .$600 
Family ' '• •. $750 
If an employee who has opted out of the County Health Insurance Program 
wishes to reenter, he/she may'do so during open, enrollment periods, January and! July of 
each: year. Any employee who is covered as a dependent In the Oneida County Health 
insurance Plan is not eligible for the said Lump Sum Payment, 
18,7 . Data provided by the insurance carrieirs pertaining, to paid'daims and 
rates will be made available to the union for review, comments, or suggestions, provided 
that such data is not specifically exempted from: disclosure by state or federal statute or if 
disclosed would result jn an unwarranted Invasion, of p'ersonal privacy. 
18,9 A manied couple employed by,the County will each retain individual 
health insurance plans, provided there are no dependent -children, or a single family plan 
if there are covered dep endenf children. 
18,9 The County will offer, at no cost to the employes, a benefit plan 
pursuant to Section 125 of the Infernal Revenue Code to allow participating employees the 
option, of payipg the employee's share of the group health and denial premiums on a pre-
tax basis in• accordance with IRS regulations. - '•' . . 
ARTICLE XiX GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS PAY 
19.1 Each employee who achieved thirty (3 OJgraduate credit hoursfn a job-
related field will receive Four Hundred Dollars ($400) in additional compensation. 
Employees achieving a sixty (60) hour job-related "Master Degree will receive Five 
Hundred Dollars ($500) additional compensation. Payments will be made..after the 
Commissioner of Personnel has received proper documentation and certified the change 
to Audit and Control. 
18.2 The Graduate- Degree compensation will not be payable to any 
employee whose job description requires a Graduate Degree in order to qualify for inial 
employment in that title, effective January 1S 19&C 
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ARTICLE XX LUNCH ALLOWANCE 
20.1 Employees atte.ndtrtgauthoriz$dmeetingsorseminarsrequiring meat 
reimbursement will, be eligible for reasonable, actual and necessary expenses. 
20.2 • Highway Department employees shall be reimbursed at rales 
established in the New York State Schedule for seasonal work requirements, 
20.3 Unit supervisors and department heads are responsible for validating 
the assignment and ciairil-
ARTICLEXXI UtrrtOMASSlSTANCE 
211 Courrtyemployeeswhowishiolakejob-reMedcoumesal any college 
m the State University of New York ("SUNY") system, Ulfca College of Syracuse University, 
or Syracuse University, may do so under the following wndffipns: 
A, The County agrees to pay up to a maximum of One Hundred Thirty- , 
five Dollars ($135^ for a three (3) credit hour course, orftHty-fwe Dollars ($45) per credit 
hour, but in no event more than One Hundred Thirty-fee -Dollars ($135).per semester per 
applicant, or more than Forty-five Dollars.($45) per credit hour, 
. a. The County 'agrees to support up to a maximum of forty (40) three (3) 
credit hour courses during each semester, or a total of one hundred twenty {120} credit 
hours each semester,. 
C If employee sign-ups exceed the maximum number of credit hours 
allowed by this' Agreement, employees will be subject to a seniority system, with those 
employees having greatest .seniority given the frstopporiumty to attend 
D Each employee must have the zppiwd of his/her department head 
aswef lasthedepart rnent teadc^ 
final approval or disapproval by the Commissioner of Personnel. 
;
. E. The Courtly agrees to pay the cost of .tuition only. 
F ' Tuition will be patddirecllyto the employee upon presentation of proof 
of successful completion of the course and paid receipt from the college. All courses will 
be taken outside of the employee's normal working hours, •' " • 
6 . The County Personnel Department will administer this program, and 
' establish procedures to be followed.. 
ARTICLE XX11 GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURE' 
22,1 Definitions 
Grievance shall mean an alleged violation, misinterpretation or an inequitable 
application of the'ierms of either this Agreement, orthe Oneida County Personnel Rules, 
orwork rules or administrative orders of lite County when such rule oradniinistraiive order 
relates to or involves employee heaitii or safety, physical facilities, materials or equipment ' 
furnished to employees, supervision of employees orrale of compensation (meaning basic 
salary, longevity,, overtime, call-out and shift differential only) provided, however, that the 
_ j6fniB9£i§yance^_sh|ifi not jnclude any matter involving retirement benefits or any other 
riatferwhicMs otherwise re t f ^ 
force and effect, of law, 
Grievant shall -mean either UPSEU or the employee^} it represents in the 
bargaining unit, filing a grievance, . 
jta!!I!§diateS!^ 
level of authority above the grievant in'the department wherein the grievance exists and 
who normally assigns and supervises the grievant's work and approves his/her time record 
and evaluates his/her work performance. . 
Department Head shall mean the principal officer and/or appointing authority 
of the department ,. 
22.2 For the purpose oi this procedure, workdays will exclude Saturdays, 
Sundays and enumerated holidays. The time limits set forth in this Article .am of the 
essence. They may, however* be extended by advance mutual written agreement of the 
parties. The failure of. the grievant, either UPSEU or the employes} it represents, to 
proceed within a time limit set forth- herein shall terminate the grievance at that step. The 
failure of the County toanswerwtfin the time limits set forth wilt automatfcally.^dvaiioe the 
grievance to tile Immediate next step of the grievance procedure: 
22.3 An employee shall have the right to present his/her '.grievance in 
accordance with the procedures established herein, free from interference, coerclon,-
restraint, unlawful discrimination, or reprisal and shall -havethe right'lo bo represented by 
a UPSEU representative at all stages of the grievance procedure. 
22.4 h: recogttiti'on thatthere are certain issiies which, by [heir nature, are 
not capable of,being settled: at the preliminary, stages of a grievance procedure, for 
example- where the grievance involves a significant number of employees or employees 
from more than one department, the County and UPSEU therefore, agree that,, subject to 
an advance -mutual agreement of f ie parties, a. grievance may bemjbmisd at an 
advanced step of this grievance procedure. 
mi,!..... »miii m -I--., • ™>ii::::::::~i' m-m •iwrwaBunajus.™"""w••::.::— •;.".' • i m-i- ••••.n-n—unrniiiin •„, . ,^;;-i ,
 u.....t. .i-•••••iIM-. ...;.— 
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22.5 Stage 1 
A. An employee or group of employees who claim to have a grievance 
shall present their grievance to their immediate supervisor orally wilhln five {5) working 
days after the emptoyeefs): either knew, or should have known, of the occurrence of the 
grievance, whichever occurs first 
B. Within five {5) working days after presentation of the grievance, the 
immediate supervisor shall discuss the complaint with the grievant(s) anrj respond orally. 
22.6._ Stage 2 
A, in the event that l ie grievance Is not resolved within Stage 1, the • 
aggrieved employes) may submit within five (5) working days from the immediate 
supervisor's oral response, a formal written grievance to the department head (or where 
applicable, the Director of -Human Resources MVCC)* The wrilten grievance shall contain 
the circumstances of the alleged violation, the specific provision of iihe contract. Personnel: 
Rule, work rule, or administrative order alleged violated, the date of the alleged: violation, 
and the remedy sought 
B, The department head (or where applicable, the' Director of Human 
'Resources ol MVCC) shall meet with the aggrieved employee£$) and the UPSEU 
representative, if any, to discuss and review the allegations of the grievance, 
C> Within ten {10} working {lays of the receipt of the formal written 
grievance,,the • department head (or where applcable,fhe Director of Human Resources 
of MVCQ shall respond in writing to the aggrieved ernployeefs} with a copy to the UPSEU. 
representative, if any, and the Commissi oner of. Personnel. 
22.7 - aagej 
A. In the event that t ie grievance is not resolved within Stage 2, the 
aggrieved em ptoyeeCsJ may submit within five (5) working days from the department head's 
response, a fermal. written grievance to the County'Executive,- or his/her authorized 
designee {or where applicable, the President of MVGC). 'Th® written grievance shall 
contain the circumstances, of the alleged violation, the specific provision of the contract, 
Personnel Rule, work rule, or administrative Order afteged violated, the date of the alleged 
. violation, and the remedy sought. . 
EL The County Executive,or President of MVCC, or his/her authorized 
designee, shall meet with the aggrieved ennployee(s) andthe UPSEU representative, if any, 
to discuss and review the allegations of the grievance. 
C, Within (en (10) wvorking days of receipt of the formal written grfevancs, 
the County Executive, or President of MMX, or his/her authorized designee, shall respond 
in writing to the aggrieved employee^} v#h a copy to the UPSEU representative, if any 
2.2,8 Stage 4 
A. Ins the event the grievance is not resolved within Stage 3, UPSEU, «c i 
only UPSEU, may wilhln ten. (10) working days after the Stage 3 reptyof the County (or 
MVCC where applicable) is given; or is due, by written notice request arbitration,. The 
County and UPSEU will select the arbitrator from lists submitted to them by PERB. The 
selection of the arbitrator and the arbitration proceedings shall beconduetad in accordance 
with the then current PERB rules for voluntary grievance arbitration. If arbltrstiorn is not 
requested as set forth in this stage, it shall be deemed waived, and the grievance resolved 
on the basis of the response of the County for MVCC where applicable) at Stage 3. 
B. The arbitrator shall have no authority to mate any dedsiorTSSh" 
requires co mrnission of an act prohibited by law nor to amend,- modify, nullify, ignore, add 
to, or subtract from the provisions of this Agreement The arbitrator shall consider and 
decide only the-questions of fact.and law as to whether there has been a violation, 
misinterpretation, or an Inequitable application of this Agreement, ortharelevant Personnel 
Rule, work rule, or administrative order. The arbitrator shall be empowered to determine 
the lssue(s) raised by the grievance, The arbitrator shall have m authority to make a 
decision on any Issue not so submitted or raised.. Any decision or award of the arbitrator 
rendered within the imitations of this section shall be final and binding upon the County, 
UPSEU, and the employees covered by this Agreement, . ' 
C. The costs of the services and/or any related expensesof the arbitrator, 
including the initial'filing fee, shall be borne-by the losing party to the alteration... 
0, The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth his/her 
finings of fact, reasoning, and conclusions pry the issue®. If the arbitrator finds a 
violation of a-specific, provision of this Agreement, Personnel.Rule, work rule, or 
administrative order, the 'arbitrator's awardshall: not be retroactive inits effects any earlier 
than five (5) working days preceding the filing of the grievance. 
ARTICLE XXIII 'PERSONNEL FILES 
.23,1 The County shall maintain a central personnel file For each employee. 
Supervisors may also keep'worktriig.fes. 
23,2 Upon Written, request to the Commissioner of Personnel {qr where 
applicable, the Director of Human Resources ofMVCC), an employee may inspect: his/her 
central'persortneiffle subject to the following: 
A. Inspection shall occur duringnortworkinghours, including lynch and 
break periods, at a time and in a manner consistent with procedures established hy the 
Commissioner of Personnel {or where applicable, the Director of Human Resources of 
MVCC),. 
B. Upon request, art employee who has a pending written grievance on 
file and who is Inspecting his/her personnel file with, respect to such grievance, may have 
a union representative present during such inspection, 
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C. Copies of materials m an employee's personnel file shall be provided 
the employee upon request if such malerials are to be used in conjunction with the 
processing of a grievance l e d by the employee. The employee shall bear the cost of such 
duplication. 
D. Pre-employment information, e.g.,. reference checks and responses, 
or information provided to the County with the specific request that II remain confidential, 
shall not be subject to inspection and copying;, 
A R T t C L f O T -- :DISeiPyNEAND:PiSGHARGS PROCEDURE-., ._ ._ ^ 
24.1 Each employee covered by tits Agreement who has successfully 
completed his/her probationary period shal! he subjeet to the following procedure for 
disciplinary and discharge, matters in.lfeu of and in place of any other 'procedures such as. 
but not limited to those specified in.Sections 75,76 and 77 of the Civil Sen/ice Law* 
24.2 Disciplinary action may include, but is not limited to, written 
reprimands, suspension, demotfen, discharge, fines, or any combination thereof or other 
such penalties as may be imposed by the County, A notice of such discipline shal! be 
made: in -writing and served upon the employee with a copy to an outside UPSEU 
•rep resenlative at its Utiea office and County Commissio roer of Personnel. The s peciflc acts 
for which discipline is being imposed and the penally shall be specified in the notice, 
24.3 . if the employee disagrees with the disciplinary action, the employee 
. and/or UPSEU may submit a grievance at the. Step 2 level of the grievance procedure as 
specified in Article XXIS of this Agreement Failure to submit a grievaoce within ten {10} 
working day s of recei pi of tin e notice of disclpl in e will constitute acoe ptance.of thelnnposed 
penalty by the employee and UPSEU and the. matter will be settled In its entirety. Subject 
tea mutual written agreement between UPSEU and the- Commissioner of Personnel, the 
time limit hereinabove specified may be extended, 
24.4 If Is expressly understood thatthe County shall bepermitted to impose 
the disciplinary penalty prior to expiration of the ten '(10) working day period for submittal 
of a grievance challenging disciplinary action, 
245 An employee shall have She right to be represented in disciplinary 
matters by a UPSEU representative if the employee elects to do so. Such right of 
representation shall extend to any questioning of the employee which may lead to-
disciplinary action. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as limiting the right of an • 
employee to informally resolve the disciplinary matter by settlement with the Counly and 
the employee may waive his/her rights to the procedures outlined herein. Any settlement 
agreed upon between the parties shall be reduced to writing-and shal be final and binding 
upon all parties. 
24.6 No disciplinary action shall be commenced by the County more than" 
twenty-four (24) months after the occurrence ot the alleged act(s) for which discipline is 
being considered provided, however, that such time limitation shall not apply where the 
actfs) would, if proved in a court of competent jurisdiction, constitute a crime. 
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217 Upon request of the employee,, a written reprimand shall be removed 
from the employee's personnel file after two {2} years have passed from the date of the 
notice of reprimand. 
ARTICLE XXV REVIEW OF REALLOCATION AMD RECLASSIFICATION 
25.1 The County agrees to review raaiJocation and reclassification of titles 
within the defined unit, including Mohawk Valley Community College. A committee shall 
i® appointed by the County Executive to which UPSEU may bring its request for 
..reallocation, .and. nad&s^ 
recommendations to the County Executive within thirty (30) days after receipt of same from 
UPSEU. 
The County.BcecuUve may, within thirty {30}.days alter receipt of the committee fc 
recommendations, present his recommendations, to the Board of Legislators, The 
'committee and the County .Executive shall notify UPSEU of the recommendations they 
intend to present, to the Board of Legislators and. reasons, for not making any 
recommendations if such is the case. The County Executive shall also advise UPSEU of _ 
the date on which he/she intends to present his/her recommendations, to the Board of 
Legislators, 
25.2 The Chief Shop Steward or his/her designee will be granted time to 
address the above committee regarding any reclassification or reallocation of positions, to 
answer any questions, and to substantiate the determination, for the reclassification or 
reallocation of position or positions in question. 
25.3 The Reallocation and Reclassification Committee w l Lie- composed: of 
three (3) members; two [2) members from County mahagementand one (1) member from 
the bargaining unit The UPSEU memberwill redesignated by the County Executive from 
a list of'three (3) candidates proposed by UPSEU. The County Executive will give serious
 t 
consideration to any recommendation made by this committee. 
25.4 The County Commissioner ol Personnel will work with the State Civil 
Service Department towards reviewing grades and titles of County positions, 
ARTICLE XXVI MISCELLANEOUS 
26.1 Emergency Closing. When there is an emergency dosing of County 
facilities,, as determined iolely by the County Executive-(orwhere applicable the President 
of MVCC), due to mdementweatherconditsorisy affected employees may be released from 
duly with no loss of pay or benefits. Those employees who are not released from duty as 
determined solely by the'County Executive (or where applicable the President of MVCC), 
or his/her designee, shall receive compensatory time off for such time worked, 
26.2 Copies of Contract The County.agrees to supply and deliver to the 
officers of UPSEU, five hundred {500} copies of the contract for distribution, by UPSEU 
sixty (SO) days after ratification: by both parties. 
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26.3 Bulletin Boards, TheCouritywlmakeavailabletoUPSEUdesignated 
space., not to exceed three "(3) feet by three {3} feet in area, on presently designated 
bulletin boards maintained on the premises of all County facilities for the purpose of 
posting UPSEU notices. It Is further agreed that LIPSEU shall post no defamatory, political, 
derogatory, or libelous materials, The bulletin board space rail at alt times carry a label, 
device, or notice clearly identifying it as UPSEU space (for use) and disclaiming County 
responsibility for any matters posted on i t I! is further agreed that UPSEU shall indemnify 
the County and hold it harmless against any and ail claims, demands;, suits or other forma 
of liability that may arsse oul of, or by reason of, any actons taken by LiPSEU with respect 
to the posting of UPSEU notices. 
26.4 Leave for Court and Jury Attendance, Employeeswho arejiqQireB 
to serve as a juror or to appear in court as a witness or to. attend, court pursuant to 
subpoena or other order of the court, shall be granted a leave of absence with pay where 
su ch service occti rs during the employee's normally scheduled work lime. Such absence • 
shall not be deducted from any other leave allowance. The employee shall also be entitled 
- to retain any mileage compensation paid by the court. When an employee receives notice 
of call to jury duty, or is subpoenaed to appear in court,, said employee shall notify his/her 
supervisor of such as soon as reasonably practical and Generally on the employee's first, 
scheduled workday following receipt of such notice'or subpoena by providing a copy 
thereof to the supervisor, if a day shift employee is excused from juror or witness duties 
prior to 1:00 p,m„ the employee shall return to work for the remainder of the workday. 
Second shift employees sh all report to work- jmmedMel y u pon b etng excused by ih e court, 
if at least three (3) hours are remaining.in the employee's regularly scheduled workday. 
26.5 Appendix A. The County of Oneida and UPSEU mutually agree to sit 
together to discuss the positions which should be either Included OF exempt from the 
negotiating unit Immediately following ratipcaion of this contract 
28 J Seasonal Duties. The County agrees to pay a one-time lump sum 
payment, trie first payday following the close of the snow.season (April 15th) to those 
employees in the Department of Public Works, Division of Highways and Bridges, who 
have been designated fay the Commissioner of Public Works as Snow inspectors for the 
foregoing season, ' . ' • . -
:
 This payment will be in the amount'of Five- Hundred Dollars ($500) per season, 
and will be pro rated based upon the number of work days the Individual employee was 
assigned to Snow Inspector duties. 
26,? Probationary Periods. Probationary periods for employees in the 
competitive, non-competitive, and labor classes will be administered in accordance with-
the provisions of the Oneida County Civil Service Rules. 
26.8 Overtime/Water Pollution Control The County will siiwfih UPSEU and 
the Commissioner of Waler Pollution Control regarding overtime provisions at the facility. 
26.9 The County of Oneida and UPSEU hereby agree and understand that 
upon request of either UPSED: or the .Mohawk'Valley Community College (MVCC), the 
President of NIVGC and/or.the Director of Human. Resources will meet with UPSEU 
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representatives to discuss the initial implementation of this Agreement li is expressly 
understood, however, thai neither the President of MVCG nor the Director of Human 
Resources nor UPSEU shall have-authority to add to, subtract from, arsubstantialy modilfy 
any of the provisions of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE.XXVII GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
27.1 Mo Article or secflon in this Agreement shall be in. violation of Civil 
Service Law, the rules and regulations of the New York State Department of Civil Service, 
or the Judicial Conference of the Slate of New York, or any oilier law, local, state, or 
"'"" '""•; ~ — —- fede ra l— — - ._,_._, • , ____ ' 
27.2 The County has no Intent to eliminate coffee breaks and other similar 
benefits between the Department Head and the employee, but the County, through its 
department heads, will schedule a time in the morning and afternoon for coffee breaks, 
27.3 In the event that any term or provision of tills Agreement shall be 
determined- or declared by any court of competent jurisdiction to be null, void, or 
unenforceable, or not En accordance with applicable statutes, such action shall not affect 
any of.the rest, of this Agreement which shall thereafter continue in full force and effect, 
If such determination or declaration is made, the parties.shall meet 
immediately upon request of either party for the purpose of negotiating a satisfactory 
replacement for such term or provision hereof as may have, been'declared null/void, or 
unenforceable; 
ARTICLE XXVI11 LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL . . 
28.1 ..'• IT IS AGREED-BY AMD BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY 
PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO-PERMIT 
ITS' IMPLEMENTATION.'BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR SMALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE 
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS S5VEN APPROVAL 
• ARTICLE XXIX CONTINUATION 
. 29.1 This Agreement shall become effective upon ratification and signing 
by the appropriate parties, and .shall terminate at the- close of business on December 31, 
2010. 
29.2 The County and UPSEU recognize lire desirability of commencing 
negotiations by January 1,2010,. should either party desire to modify this Agreement, m 
that the negotiated Agreement's terms and conditions can hopefully be available for the 
2011 County budgetary process. If neither party expresses a desire to modify this 
Agreement by written.notice delivered^ the other party not later than September 1,2010, 
this Agreement shall be automatically continued; for the 2011 budgetary year at the same 
terms and conditions of the 2010 budgetary yean 
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29.3 The written notice provision of this Article shall be deemed complied 
with upon service of said nottca upon foe County Executive andtor upon the President of 
UPSEII • 
2.9 4 This Agreement may be amended only by mutual written agreement 
of the parties. Such amendments shall be dated and signed by the parties and shall 
constitute a part of this Agreement, 
TWsAgreinnentreprasente terms and condiortaof employment as agreed upon-
during negotiations between M. County of Oneida and Ihe United Public Service 
byees4itai©R-,= --^  ^ — — — ---— 
WBffiEimjMpgngpBan 
SIGNATURES 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,. THE PARTIES HERETO HAVE SIGNED THIS AGREEMENT: 
THIS 2 j L DAY OF L V ^ W , 2 
COUNTY OF ONEIDA 
- - A ? — V " ^ 
^t)UNTY EXECUTIVE 
UNITED PUBLIC SERVICE 
EMPLOYEES UNION 
Kevin E. Boyle, Jr.' 
PRESIDENT 
: GarFwt rycKey r/j 
Exeg^eVlcePresJ^rf / ' 
Labor Relations Representative 
NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE; 
Edward Fall.:, 
ToddLaBarge 
William Robeftello 
mmk onUKlWBlUE CQlLAR UNIT Januaryi, 2006 toOecsffifrer 31,201Q 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
BETWEEN 
THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA 
AMD 
UNITED PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYEES UNION 
Notwithstanding that the issues of job t ies and salary alocations/raallocatbrtsare 
^ensFall^roMasriato 
refer to labor/management meetings, and to discuss In good faith, the issue of job titles 
and salary allocattoiis/realocailons for members of the Blue Collar bargaining unit 
The above-referenced labor/management meetings shall commence within sixty 
(80) days after ratificaion of the 2006-2010 collectsve bargaining agreement and in 
accordance with Article IV-A of the collective bargaining agreement. 
i j 
APPENDIX A 
BLUE COLLAR UNIT - INCLUDED TITLES 
Title ^ _ • Grade 
Aircradlf Servioc Worker 15B 
Alrcrai'j Service Supervise.' 21B 
Airport He&Y Equipment Operator 17 B 
Airport Maintenance Worker 1733 
Assistant BiWrtig Superintefldeni 163 
Assistant Cfef Wastewater Treatment. Plan! OperBtor 313 
Associate Engineer 32B 
Assistant Civil Engineer 2BB 
Assistant Engineer 38'B 
Automotive Mechanic 17B 
Building Maintenance Supervisor 21B 
Building Maintenance Helper __, 1UL— 
Building Maintenance Meclranfc M 
Building Maintenance Worfcer 13B 
Bus Displdier 1&B 
Bus DrweriDispaWier F ^ • 
Campus Security Officer WB 
Carpenter ' 1?B 
Chfef Wastewater Solids Disposal Operator 27B 
Computer Operator ' 18B 
District Supervisor 2 0 B 
.Elevator Operator ' , 0B 
Equipmeri-Technicfea ExpediJef 22B 
Fiield Technician i 5 B 
Foreste _. 2 3 S 
Grounds Supervisor ^^ 
Heavy Equipment Mechanic' t^B 
Heavy Motor Equipment Operator. 17B 
Heavy Equipment Metdu '^ifca Supervisor. 2&B 
Industrial Waste Chemist 27B 
jEjnior Wastewater TrealmenS Plan OperalorJTrainee 133 
Junior Wastewater TreaWent Plant Operator 15fi. 
Laboratory Technician Water PoBulort Cmml . 2QB 
Labor Supervisor • ^ 
Laborer 
Ught Motor Equipment Operator ; . ^ B 
Maif Goiiiw • - ^ 
fcfainteptmea Mechanic-Weidier . 2iB 
Painter . . - ' • ' m 
S€\verMaWeriance&!rsq5iipJn6nt Operator 14B 
Ssiwer Maintenance Supervisor . 19B 
Supervising Buiiitling IMawtenaince Helper •'. 15B 
Senior Building Maintenance Hetper • • 12B 
Senior BuildlRg Maiiiiefiance-Mechansr? ••. ' • •
 :. 21B 
.eniwr Laboratory Technician Water PalJu&n Control ' 22B 
Senior Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator 21B 
Storekeeper ^ 
Superintendent cf Airport Mail iterance 30B 
Supervfea? of BoMirrg: Service ••• 2^B 
Water Resources Chemist 32B 
Wastewater Treatment Pfent Attendant 128 
Wastewater Treatment Ftent Electrician 21B 
Wastewater Treatment Rant Maintenance Helper 15B 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Maintenance Supervisor 27B 
Wastewater Treatment Rani Maintenance Worker 17& 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator |9B 
Working Supervisor ^ B 
11B 
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.2.G1Q UPSEU BLUE COLLAR - " 8 " SCALE { FINAL ) 
" ; : • • 
G R A D E 
N E W 
S B 
S B 
1 0 3 
1 1 B 
1 2 B 
1 3 B 
14B, 
1 5 B 
1GB 
1 7 B 
1 B B 
1 S B 
2 0 B 
2.1 B 
2 2 B 
2 3 B 
2 4 B 
2 5 B 
" '26B 
2 7 B 
2 S B 
2 9 S 
S O B 
3 1 B 
3HQ 
3 3 B 
3 4 B 
3 5 B 
3 G B 
3 7 8 
3 8 B 
39 @ 
4 0 B 
4113 
4 2 B 
4 3 B 
4 4 B 
4 5 B 
, 4 6 B 
| 4 7 B 
i 4 U 3 
ft a s 
I BOB 
: STEP 1 
4 : 
1 
1 8 1 0 7 
1 8 5 S 3 
1 9 D 1 B 
1 9 5 2 9 
2 0 0 4 4 
2 0 6 0 8 
2 1 2 0 0 
2 1 6 7 0 
225GD 
2 3 3 0 6 
2 4 0 3 4 I 
2 4 9 2 7 
2 5 B 3 2 
2 6 7 4 6 
2 7 7 1 3 
23-749 
2 9 7 8 9 
3 0 9 4 8 
3 2 1 2 3 
a 3 5 5 1 
3 4 G 4 2 
360SD 
. 3 7 4 3 1 
3 5 7 7 A 
4QD96 
4 1 * 2 7 
4 2 B 5 2 
4 4 3 3 9 
4 S 8 7 S 
4 7 4 5 G 
4 9 1 4 0 
5 0 9 1 2 
5 2 7 1 7 
5 4 7 0 1 
5 6 6 3 6 
S 8 B 3 8 
6 1 0 8 3 
6 S 4 S 3 
G 5 9 3 7 
€ 8 5 3 3 
7 1 2 4 5 
7 4 1 0 2 
7 7 1 1 4 
S T E P ' 
4 , 5 * 
2 
• S T E P h 
5 " 
3 ' 
1 B B 4 0 I 1 9 1 7 3 
1 9 1 1 5 
1 9 6 0 6 
2 0 1 4 S 
2 D 7 1 0 
2 1 3 1 4 
2 1 9 5 5 
2 2 G 6 1 
2 3 3 9 7 
2 4 1 9 2 
2 5 0 1 9 
250.97 
2 ' 6 6 4 S 
2 7 8 0 2 
2 8 8 3 0 
2 9 9 1 1 
3 1 0 1 1 
3 2 2 1 9 
3 3 4 6 8 
3 4 7 5 3 
5 6 0 3 3 
3 7 4 4 6 
3 8 5 6 3 
4 0 1 9 5 
4 1 5 7 1 
4 2 9 6 S 
4 4 4 ^ 7 
4 6 0 0 1 
4 7 6 1 0 
4 3 2 6 5 
5 1 0 4 a 
• 5 2 B B 9 
, 5 4 7 9 6 
5 6 8 G 7 
5 8 9 9 4 
6 1 2 2 6 
6 3 5 B 3 
GBD86 
6 S 6 S 6 
7 1 3 9 7 
7 4 2 4 6 
7 7 2 4 B 
{UJ4Q7 
19GG0 
2 :0196 
2 0 7 6 8 
2 1 3 7 7 
2 2 0 1 9 
2 2 7 1 0 
2 3 4 5 2 
2 4 2 3 S 
2 5 0 7 8 
2 5 0 4 4 
2 6 8 6 7 
2 7 8 S 3 
2BB58 
2 9 9 4 8 
3 1 0 7 3 
3 2 2 3 2 
3 3 4 9 0 
3 4 8 1 2 
3 6 1 6 6 
3 7 4 2 4 
3 8 B 3 1 
4 0 2 4 S 
4 1 6 1 5 
4 3 0 4 5 
4 4 5 0 8 
4 6 0 4 2 
4 7 6 6 3 
4 9 3 4 6 
5 1 0 7 3 
5 2 9 4 5 
5 4 8 6 6 
5 S S 7 S 
5 9 0 3 2 
6 1 2 7 1 
0 3 6 1 4 
6 6 0 8 3 
6 3 6 B B 
7 1 3 9 S 
7 4 2 5 5 
7 7 2 4 7 
S Q 3 9 5 
B37D1 
step i 
5 . 2 5 * ' 
4 
1 0 7 9 3 
2 0 3 0 2 
2 0 B 5 7 
2 1 4 5 3 
2 2 0 9 4 
2 2 7 6 2 
2 3 4 9 2 
2 4 2 5 3 
2 5 0 7 4 
2 5 9 5 3 
2E3B49 
2 7 8 0 4 , 
2 8 8 2 9 
2 9 8 6 0 
3 0 9 9 5 
3 2 1 5 3 
3 3 3 5 6 
3 4 6 S 1 
3 6 0 2 9 
3 7 4 2 7 
3 S 6 S O 
4 0 0 3 4 
4 1 5 1 2 
4 2 9 1 4 
4 4 3 8 6 
4 5 S 3 6 
4 7 4 7 3 
4 9 1 4 2 
5 0 8 8 3 
5 2 6 6 4 
5 4 6 0 5 
5 S 5 & 2 
5 B 6 6 B 
G0B9S. 
6 3 2 1 B 
6 5 6 3 5 
SB19Q 
7 0 8 7 2 
7 3 6 7 4 
7 6 6 3 0 
7 9 7 2 8 
B 2 9 B 4 
• 8 6 4 0 5 
i t i p 
5 ,5 
6 
2 0 4 1 2 
2 0 9 3 6 
2 1 5 1 B 
2213-7 
2 2 8 1 2 
2 3 5 OS 
2 4 2 7 3 
2 5 0 6 6 
2 5 9 1 3 
2 6 8 2 8 
2 7 7 5 4 
2 8 7 4 0 
2 9 7 9 9 
3QB61 
3 2 0 3 9 
3 3 2 3 4 
3 4 4 7 9 
3 5 8 1 2 
• 3 7 2 4 5 
3 B 6 S S 
3 9 9 3 7 
4 1 3 5 6 
, 4 2 7 7 9 
4 4 2 1 2 
4 5 7 2 6 
4 7 2 S 4 
4 S 9 0 4 
5 0 S 2 2 
52420 
I 54255 
5 6 2 6 4 
5 S 2 9 9 
6 0 4 6 1 
S 2 7 5 1 
€ 5 1 6 4 
6 7 6 5 6 
7 0 2 9 6 
7 3 0 5 5 
7 5 9 5 3 
7 9 a n 6 
S 2 2 0 9 
ES 6 7 3 
B 9 0 9 S 
S T E P -:| 
5 . 7 5 * 
0 
2 1 1 S 3 
2 1 6 7 3 
2 2 2 S S 
2 2 9 3 . 1 
2 3 S 4 2 
. S T E P 
•6 . 
7 
2185-4 
2 2 4 1 1 
2 3 0 5 2 
2 3 T 2 5 
2 4 4 7 3 
2 4 3 0 6 | 2 S 2 2 G 
2 5 1 7 5 2 6 0 7 6 
2 S 9 9 B t 2 6 9 3 1 
2 B 8 B 1 i 
2 7 8 3 9 
2 8 7 9 B 
2 9 B 2 1 
3 0 9 1 S 
3 2 0 1 9 
3 3 2 4 7 
344-82 
3 3 7 7 8 
3 7 1 5 5 
3 8 6 S 1 
4 0 1 4 6 
4 1 3 9 6 
4 2 B 2 7 
4 4 2 6 3 
4 5 7 3 4 
4 7 2 9 B 
4 8 9 1 1 
5 0 5 3 5 
5 2 3 5 $ 
•ZJ"*T£I *&•*? 
5 6 1 2 2 
5 B 2 1 1 
6 0 3 1 2 
5 2 5 6 3 
6 4 9 3 1 
6 7 4 4 4 
7 0 0 2 3 
7 2 7 6 2 
7 5 6 1 4 
7 8 6 2 0 
0 1 7 9 7 
8 5 1 1 3 
6S6D1 
9 2 2 5 S 
2 7 8 4 9 
2BB49 I 
2 9 8 4 3 
3 0 9 0 1 
3 2 0 3 9 
3 3 1 7 6 
3 4 4 5 5 
3 5 7 3 0 
3 7 0 7 & 
3 8 4 9 8 
4 0 0 5 6 
41604 
4 2 B 5 4 
4 4 2 9 B 
4 5 7 4 6 
4 7 2 5 7 
4 S 5 7 1 
5 0 5 3 9 
5 2 2 6 5 
5 4 0 9 6 
5G02B 
5 7 9 8 8 
6 D 1 5 7 
6 2 3 2 5 
6 4 6 5 4 
6 7 1 1 1 
6 9 7 2 4 
7 2 3 9 1 
7 5 2 2 8 
7 B 1 7 2 
S 1 2 8 B 
B 4 5 6 8 
3 & 0 1 6 
9 1 6 3 0 
9 5 4 1 1 
S T E P !; 
6 , 5 
S 
2 2 5 6 4 
2 3 1 3 S 
2 3 8 Q 1 
2 4 4 9 7 
2 5 2 6 9 
2 6 0 4 6 
2 6 9 2 4 
2 7 8 0 6 
2 6 7 S 4 
2 8 7 9 6 
3 0 3 1 3 
3 1 9 0 6 
3 3 0 8 0 
3 4 2 5 4 
3 5 5 7 4 
3 6 8 9 2 
3-B2B1 
3 9 7 SQ 
4 1 3 5 B -
d 2 9 5 6 
4 4 2 4 7 
4 5 7 3 B 
4 7 2 3 3 
4 B 7 9 3 
5 0 4 5 9 
5 2 1 8 1 
5 3 9 6 4 
5 5 8 5 4 
5 7 8 4 7 
5 9 6 7 3 
6 2 1 1 2 
6 4 3 5 1 
667GS 
6 9 2 9 2 
S T E P 
7 
9 i 
2 3 2 9 7 
23B&1 
2 4 5 7 5 
2 5 2 9 3 I 
2 6 0 9 0 
2 6 8 9 3 
2 7 7 9 9 
2 8 7 1 0 
2 9 6 8 8 
3 0 7 3 4 
3 1 8 1 5 
3 2 9 4 2 
3 4 1 5 5 
3 5 3 6 7 
3 6 7 3 1 
3 8 0 9 1 
3 9 5 2 5 
4 1 0 4 1 
4 2 7 0 2 
4 4 3 5 2 
4 5 G 8 5 
4 7 2 2 4 
4 8 7 6 8 
5 0 3 7 9 
5 2 0 9 9 
5 3 B 7 7 
5 5 7 1 7 
5 7 S 5 9 
59727 
6 1 B 1 S 
6 4 1 3 1 
6 6 4 4 2 
6 8 9 3 6 
7 1 5 4 4 
• 7 1 9 9 0 ', 7 4 3 3 0 
7 4 7 4 3 
7 7 5 7 2 
8 0 7 1 3 
6 3 9 3 0 
8 7 3 1 6 
S 0 S 7 6 
S 4 G 0 7 
9 8 5 1 2 
7 7 1 7 2 
8 0 1 9 7 
B 3 3 3 6 
H 6 S 5 8 
9 0 1 5 4 
9 3 8 3 0 
9 7 6 8 2 
1 0 1 7 1 4 
S T E P 
7.5 
1& 
2 4 0 5 5 
2 4 6 5 S 
•25373. 
2 6 1 1 5 1 
2 6 S 3 8 
2 7 7 6 7 
2 8 7 0 2 
2 9 S 4 3 
3 0 6 S 3
 f 
3 1 7 5 4 
32&4B 
3 4 D 1 3 
3 5 2 6 5 
3 6 5 1 7 
3 7 9 2 4 
3 9 3 2 3 
4 0 8 1 0 
4 2 3 7 5 
4 4 0 9 0 
4 5 7 9 3 
4 7 1 7 0 
4 B 7 5 9 
5 0 3 5 3 
5 2 0 1 6 
5 3 7 3 2 
5 5 B 2 S 
5 7 5 2 » 
5 9 5 4 . 3 
6 1 6 6 8 
6 3 8 2 8 
6 G 2 1 5 
6 8 6 0 1 
7 1 1 7 6 
7 3 8 6 9 
7 5 7 4 5 
7 9 6 8 1 
6 2 8 0 3 
8 6 Q 4 4 
8 9 4 7 4 
9 3 0 0 4 
I &6B79 
1 0 0 8 5 7 
1 0 5 C 2 0 
S T E P |- I 
8 |-
11' '• i 
2,4 B 9 7 
2 5 5 3 1 
2 6 2 6 2 
2 7 0 2 9 , 
2 7 S B 1 
2 B 7 3 9 
2 9 7 0 7 
3 0 6 8 0 
3 1 7 2 B 
3 2 8 6 5 
3 3 9 9 B ' 
3 5 2 D 4 
3 6 5 0 0 
3 7 7 S & 
3-9252 
4 0 7 0 5 
4 2 2 3 8 
4 3 B 5 B 
4 5 6 3 3 
4 7 3 3 6 
4 8 8 2 1 
5 0 4 6 6 
5 2 1 1 6 
53B3.6 
5 5 S 7 5 
5 7 5 7 5 
59-542 
6 1 5 2 7 
6 3 6 2 7 
6 6 0 G 2 
6 B 5 3 3 
7 1 0 0 2 
7 3 6 6 7 
7 6 4 5 5 
7 9 4 3 1 
8 2 4 6 9 
8 5 7 0 1 
8 9 0 3 G 
9 2 5 0 5 
9 6 3 4 2 
1 0 0 2 7 0 
1 0 4 3 8 7 
1 0 8 6 9 5 
S T E P 
B,5 
1 2 
2 5 B 9 2 
2 6 S 5 2 
2 7 3 1 2 
2 8 1 1 0 
2 8 9 9 5 
2 9 B 8 B 
3 0 8 9 5 
S1SDB 
3 2 9 S 5 
3 4 1 8 0 
3 5 3 5 8 
3 6 6 1 2 
3 7 3 6 0 
3 9 3 0 7 
4 0 8 2 2 
4 2 3 3 3 
4 3 9 2 8 ' 
4 S S 1 3 
4 7 4 5 9 
4 9 2 9 2 
S 0 7 7 4 
5 2 4 BO 
5 4 2 D 0 
55"99'6 
5 7 S 0 2 
5 9 S 7 B 
6 1 9 2 3 
6 4 0 9 2 
6 S 3 8 0 
6 8 7 0 4 
7 1 2 7 4 
7 3 B 4 3 
7 6 6 1 4 
7 9 5 1 3 
B2G09 
B 5 7 6 8 
8 9 1 2 9 
9 3 6 1 8 
9 8 3 1 0 
] 1 Q 0 1 9 6 
H14?R1 
1 0 6 5 H 2 
1 1 3 0 ^ 3 
S T E P 
'9 
1 3 
2 6 9 2 8 
2 7 6 1 S 
2 8 4 0 4 
2 9 2 3 4 
3 0 1 56 
3 1 0 B 4 
3 2 1 3 1 
3 3 1 8 4 
• 3 4 3 1 5 
3 5 5 4 7 
3 6 7 7 2 
3 & 0 7 6 
3 9 4 7 B 
4 0 3 7 9 
4 2 4 5 5 
4 4 0 2 7 
4 5 6 8 5 
4 7 4 3 7 
4 9 3 5 7 
5 1 2 6 3 
5 2 8 0 5 
5 4 5 8 4 
S 6 3 5 B 
5 B 2 2 9 
C 0 2 1 8 
6 2 2 7 3 
, 6 4 4 . 0 0 
S 6 6 5 5 
C 9 0 3 5 
7 1 4 S 3 
7 4 1 2 5 
7 6 7 9 6 
7 9 5 7 9 
B 2 6 B 4 
8 5 9 1 3 
S 9 1 S 9 
9 2 5 9 5 
9 6 3 2 3 
1 0 0 1 G 2 
1 0 4 2 0 4 
1 0 B 4 5 2 
1 1 2 9 0 5 
S T E P |: 
1 4 
2 8 0 0 5 
2 B 7 1 9 
2 9 5 4 1 
3 0 4 0 4 
3 1 3 6 2 
3 2 3 2 7 
3 3 4 1 6 
3 4 5 1 1 
3 5 6 8 8 
3 6 9 6 9 
3 8 2 4 3 
3 9 5 9 9 
4 1 0 5 7 
4 2 5 1 4 
4 4 1 5 3 
4 5 7 8 8 
4 7 5 1 2 
4 9 3 3 5 
5 1 3 3 1 
5 3 3 1 4 
5 4 9 1 7 
5G7G7 
5 8 6 2 3 
6 0 5 5 9 
6 2 6 2 7 
6 4 7 6 4 
6 6 9 T & 
6 9 3 2 2 
7 1 7 9 6 
7 4 3 1 1 
7 7 0 9 0 
7 9 8 H B 
B 2 B 6 S 
8 6 Q 0 1 
8 9 3 5 0 
9 2 7 5 7 
9 6 4 0 2 
1 0 0 1 7 5 
1 0 4 1 6 9 
1 0 8 3 7 2 
1 1 2 7 9 0 
1 1 7 4 2 1 
1 1 7 5 6 5 i 1 2 2 2 6 7 
S T E P 
1 5 
2 9 1 2 5 
29Bfifi 
3 0 7 2 2 
3 1 8 2 0 
3 2 6 1 6 
3 3 6 2 0 
3 4 7 S 3 
3 5 8 9 2 
3 7 1 1 5 
3 S 4 4 8 
3 9 7 7 3 
4 1 1 8 3 
4 2 7 0 0 
4 4 2 1 4 
4 5 9 1 ? 
4 7 6 1 9 
4 9 4 1 3 
5 1 3 0 8 
5 3 3 8 4 
5 5 4 4 7 
6 7 1 1 4 
59-038 
6 0 5 8 8 
6 2 S B 1 
G 5 1 3 2 
6 7 3 5 5 
6 9 6 5 5 
7 2 D S 5 
7 4 6 6 8 
7 7 2 8 3 
8 0 1 7 4 
8 3 0 6 3 
8 6 1 BO 
8 9 4 4 1 
9 2 9 2 4 
9 6 4 7 8 
1 0 0 2 5 8 
1 0 4 1 8 3 
1 0 8 3 3 6 
1 1 2 7 0 7 
• 1 1 7 3 0 2 
! 1 2 2 1 1 S 
' 1 2 7 1 5 B 
I 
